
LOGITECH  C&P PROMOTIONS 
 
K380  Multi-Device  Bluetooth Keyboard 
Price: $54.00, Promotion Price: $43.00 
 
Logitech's K380 Multi-Device Bluetooth® keyboard brings the comfort and convenience of           
desktop  typing  to  your computer, smartphone  and  tablet. 
 
LOGITECH MX MASTER 2S 
Price: $149.00, Promotion Price: $119.00 
 
The MX Master 2S works anywhere and on any surface. Both mice use Logitech’s FLOW               
technology to move your mouse/cursor, across three computers. You can even copy and             
paste  text, images and  files, from one  computer to  another. 
 
It’s the  perfect Christmas present to  give  your fellow colleagues! 
 
DOODLE COLLECTION (LIGHTBULB, SNEAKER HEAD, TRIPLE SCOOP, SKATE 
BURGER) 
Price: $29.00, Promotion Price: $19.00 
 
The 2017 Collection of mice is for people with a kid-at-heart attitude and a spontaneous and                
imaginative spirit. From floating robot heads to skateboarding cheeseburgers, there is a            
unique  design  of the  Doodle  Collection  Mouse  for each  and  every doodler. 
 
LOGITECH  GAMING PROMOTIONS 
 
Keyboard Trade  in Promotion 
 
G810  Orion Spectrum RGB Mechanical Gaming Keyboard 
Price: $259.00, Promotion Price: $189.00 
The G810 Orion Spectrum delivers a pure gaming experience. Starting with a            
performance-driven design, the keyboard integrates our most powerful technologies. From          
the finest details, like fingerprint-masking matte texture and durable braided cable, to the             
most complex, like advanced RGB lighting and ultra-fast, ultra durable Romer-G mechanical            
switches, every aspect is precisely engineered to bring Logitech G’s industry-leading           
technology and  quality of construction  to  the  uniquely crafted  form. 
 
G610  Orion Blue  Backlit Mechanical Gaming Keyboard 
Price: $209.00, Promotion Price: $159.00 
Never ever press a wrong button while gaming ever again with Logitech's G610 Orion              
Keyboard! It has pre-configured lighting profiles for hundreds of games so you'll never have              
to  worry about hitting  the  wrong  key. 
 
 



Retail Star  Buy  Bundle  Package  @ $259.00  (G413  + G231  + G502) 
 
G413  Carbon Mechanical Backlit Gaming Keyboard 
Price: $129.00 
G413 is the perfect balance of simplicity and capability and won the editor’s choice award.               
12 additional keycaps comes with G413, so you can upgrade gaming keys to match your               
gameplay. The Romer-G mechanical switch is purpose-built for pro-grade performance,          
responsiveness and durability. The clear lighting through the keycaps makes the keys visible             
and  never distracting, especially during  late  night gaming  sessions. 
 
G231  Prodigy  Gaming Headset 
Price: $99.00 
Logitech G231 gaming headset delivers stereo sound and a unidirectional mic a lightweight             
design  perfect for long  gaming  sessions. 
 
G502  Proteus  Spectrum 
Price: $129.00 
The Logitech G502 Proteus Spectrum features a powerful and accurate optical sensor, the             
PMW3366, for maximum performance and tracking accuracy. Increase your reliable          
targeting  with  our exclusive  Logitech  G Delta  Zero  optical  sensor technology. 
 
Gaming Mice 
 
G402  Hyperion Fury  FPS Gaming Mouse  
Price: $79.00, Promotion Price: $59.00 
G402 features the exclusive Logitech Fusion Engine hybrid sensor to enable tracking            
speeds in  excess of 500  IPS. You’d  be  a  winner if you  got one  today! 
 
G403  Wired Mouse 
Price: $109.00, Promotion Price: $79.00 
Logitech G403 gaming mouse is designed for casual or constant gaming with a comfortable              
shape, rubber grips for better control, 1ms report rate, and  programmable  RGB lighting. 
 
G403  PRODIGY WIRED/WIRELESS GAMING MOUSE 
Price: $159.00, Promotion Price: $109.00 
Logitech G403 PRODIGY gaming mouse is designed for casual or constant gaming with a              
comfortable shape, rubber grips for better control, 1ms report rate, and programmable RGB             
lighting. 
 
G900  CHAOS Spectrum Wired/Wireless  mouse 
Price: $249.00, Promotion Price: $189.00 
With millions on the line, top eSports professionals can depend on Logitech G900 Chaos              
Spectrum. Featuring a 1-millisecond report rate and our highly optimized 2.4GHz wireless            
connection, Chaos Spectrum delivers incredible responsiveness for competition-level twitch         
targeting. 
 



Gaming Headsets 
 
G433  7.1  Wired Surround Gaming Headset 
Price: $159.00, Promotion Price: $119.00 
G433 is a new breed of headset providing you with advanced features for gaming in a                
lightweight, comfortable design. With masterful 360°positional audio, this headset accurately          
reflects the in-game environment. Sports-Mesh Ear pads will provide just the right amount of              
force to stay firmly in place and comfortably breathable. G433 comes with a detachable              
boom mic and swappable cables so it can transform gaming mode with your PC to on-the-go                
mode  with  your phone. 
 
G933  Artemis  Spectrum™ Wireless  7.1  Surround Gaming Headset 
Price: $299.00, Promotion Price: $229.00 
The Logitech G933 Artemis Spectrum 7.1 Surround Sound Wireless Headset is a            
great-sounding, comfortable wireless gaming headset that supports a startling number of           
platforms. You can also customize it with extensive EQ settings, game profiles, and even              
colored  lighting. 
 
G933  ARTEMIS SPECTRUM SNOW (LTD EDITION) 
Price: $299.00, Promotion Price: $229.00 
 


